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My Journey
Using data to achieve different 

commercial outcomes

Non-Executive Director Portfolio 

• Bath Building Society

• Benenden Health 

• Glamorgan Cricket Club 

• Principality Stadium
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The Power of 
Data
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Seven out of the eight biggest companies in the world 
today have been built around data 

30 % of Amazon’s purchase comes from the products it 
recommends (from its recommendation engine) 

80% of what we watch on Netflix is driven by their 
recommendation not our choice

Facebook had no commercial model until is started 
bidding on our likes, comments and demographic data

More than 80% of Google’s revenue comes from PPC 
bidding which is based on the search data we give to 
Google 



Types of data marketers can utilize

Demographic

Behavioral

Customer 
Feedback

Web Data

Age

Gender

Life stage

Family composition

Employment / Education

Social Media

Customer Service

Complaints

Observation

Surveys

Customer Engagement

Recency

Frequency

Value 

Lifetime Value

Visits

Pages seen

Time

Conversion

Exit
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Attitudinal Market Data

Motivations

Opinions 

Reasons

Emotions / Sentiment

Economic

Competitor

Consumer Finances

Forecast
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What is data-led creativity?
The ability to harness factual data and pair it with the gift of human 

creativity to distil the perfect marketing elixir. Do it well, and you rise to 
the top

Why do we need it?
Creativity without data is just Art. Data without creativity is pure 
neglect. Together, they can turn marketing into a growth-engine

How can it benefit organisations?
Companies who consistently utilize data to inform their creative 
campaigns see faster time to revenue and increased return on 

investment (McKinsey, 2020). 

A combination of data and creativity is going to set the leaders apart 
from the laggards (Forrester, 2021)



Creating 
Businesses 
out of data



Monetizing Data through creative thinking
Datasets used to create products, propositions and new businesses

Community 
Participation 

Peloton

Sharing Economy 

Split-it

Convenience 

PayPal
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Wellbeing 

Headspace

Don’t make me think

Netflix

Mobile Education 

EdX
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Co-funding 

Just Giving

Data Source 

Uber

Personalisation

Amazon
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The Inflection point 

Market Trends Consumer Trends Internal Trends Market Gap Key Implications

Credit becoming 

more difficult to 

get

ONS

Want to buy things 

and defer payments 

but don’t want to pay 

interest

Gov.uk and other 

surveys

Feedback

suggesting 

consumers want to 

buy / indulge more, 

just don’t have the 

access to money

Social Media 

No provider which 

offers interest free 

credit for small 

amounts and does 

not do credit 

checks and 

instantly approve 

applications

Stitching it all 

together

Enter ‘Buy Now 

Pay Later’ 

interest free 

proposition 

Klarna, 

Clear pay

Lay buy



Demographic 
data for 

personalization



C E L E B R A T E  |  C O L L E C T  |  I N V E S T  |  C U R R E N C Y  |  S E C U R E  |  D I S C O V E R

Amanda Foundation – Profile Match

Logic

Profile matching algorithm.  Amanda Foundation, a non-
profit Animal Rescue, uses demographics and browser 
history data to introduce animals in need to potential 
owners via programmatic banner ads.

For example, bookworms might be matched to 
cats, whereas outdoorsy folks might be 
introduced to an athletic pup.

Result

Profile matches of animals and the potential owner 
increased adoption by 500% through it’s clever creative 
execution 

https://vimeo.com/155018267

https://vimeo.com/155018267


Behavior 
data forms 
the spark 

for creative 
execution



C E L E B R A T E  |  C O L L E C T  |  I N V E S T  |  C U R R E N C Y  |  S E C U R E  |  D I S C O V E R

Netflix

Hyper-personalization 

• In Netflix’s, the genres you prefer impact not just the 
recommendations that show up in your feed, but also the 
thumbnails that represent each recommendation. 

• If you’re an action aficionado, the thumbnail will depict a movie’s 
most intense moment. If your inclinations lean toward comedy, 
you’ll see a funny scene or an actor known for comedic roles. 

• Netflix doesn’t just know what content you like it knows why you 
like it, too. The company uses that information to perfect its 
recommendation engine.

Result 

• 80% of what people watch on Netflix comes from their 
recommendation algorithm 



C E L E B R A T E  |  C O L L E C T  |  I N V E S T  |  C U R R E N C Y  |  S E C U R E  |  D I S C O V E R

Logic

The Hangerisim algorithm worked by analyzing 14,000 social posts 
per day from Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, allowing Snickers to 
measure the moods of people on politics, sporting events, TV 
spoilers and simple day-to-day bring-me-downs such as traffic 
jams or crummy weather.

Cranky people at the brink of a “hanger” crisis were sent 
personalized promo codes with a witty message inviting them to 
purchase a discounted Snickers.

Result

6,600 coupons were redeemed. Traffic and consumer 
engagement were at an all-time high with a 1,740 percent 
increase in Facebook traffic

Snickers – Hitting the digital sweet spot at which 
media, content and commerce collide



Consumer 
Research Data 
to get creative 
with product 

design



IKEA

Asking customers for product idea suggestions

Running IKEA Bootcamps to work with 
entrepreneurs

Collaborating with university students on 
product solutions

Connecting with innovation labs around the 
world



Observation 
data to 
create 
lateral 
usage



Frisbees were originally pie containers

Yale students discovered a second use for the tins, 
and began to hurl them around the university 
campus.

As the flying disk approached its target, the 
thrower would shout "Frisbie" as a warning.

Observing customer’s usage behaviour



C E L E B R A T E  |  C O L L E C T  |  I N V E S T  |  C U R R E N C Y  |  S E C U R E  |  D I S C O V E R

Creative use of products

Bubble Wrap was 
originally marketed as 

wallpaper.

Marc Chavannes and 
Alfred Fielding had been 

attempting to devise a new 
style of textured wallpaper, 

when they produced 
bubble wrap in 1957.

It was not until IBM 
launched the 1401 

computer in 1959 that 
bubble wrap was first used 
for the purpose of keeping 

products safe in transit



Data 
creates 

businesses



Uber relies heavily on Google mapping technology.

Uber’s business wouldn’t have existed in its current 
form without Google Maps data

Lots of open sources of data exist which can be 
tapped into

Think what data you could need for your business 
and it’s out there in some shape or form

The data you use doesn’t have to be your own



Capturing 
Moments as 
data points 
for Dynamic 

Response



C E L E B R A T E  |  C O L L E C T  |  I N V E S T  |  C U R R E N C Y  |  S E C U R E  |  D I S C O V E R

Oreo – Dunk in the Dark



Case Studies

Demographic

Behavioral

Customer 
Feedback

Web / 
Moments

Amanda Foundation Ikea

Netflix Oreo, Amul
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Attitudinal / 
Observation

Market Data
Bubble wrap

Frisbie
Klarna3 6



How to 
create a 

data 
driven 

campaign



• Are you clear on what outcomes you want to achieve and the biggest opportunities and pain points?

• How does the different types of data help in driving this outcome? 

• Does your company know it’s customers and their profile / persona?  Do you have a segmentation? 

• Customer Insight studies – Any relevant research on consumers attitudes and motivations of buying. 
Emotional reason for buying. 

• Product Insight data – Any relevant data on product and their likeability. Factors such as Pricing and 
what attributes of product is the USP?

• Product Usage - Does the product in any way make their lives better? 

• Web behaviour – Web stats on conversion, most liked pages, most engaging content

• Campaign Insights – Which campaigns have worked well in the past and why?

• What are the main pain points of consumers?

Start with business outcomes and determine how 
data can enable you to achieve it

If you are not sure about the 

questions for specific projects, 

get services of your data expert 

/ team to define the questions 

for you. 

Get the data and the creative 

team in a room for a day at the 

start of the project



Key Steps
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Start with Data at the problem definition 
stage. 

Zero-in on the most useful data required

Try to understand the consumers and 
their demographics and behavior

Understand the ‘Why’ behind consumer 
behavior. Research Studies 

As the campaign grows, evolce with the 
consumers
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Always ask for detailed campaign report 
on consumers on who, why and how 
people have engaged with the campaign 

Evolve the campaign accordingly and be 
prepared for course correction



Open source data - Data.gov.uk
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Summary



Data is a 
commercial entity

As part of your marketing strategy think what 
business needs to achieve and how data can 
get you there

• Data can create new businesses – Uber

• Data can help develop products – IKEA

• Data can help create new revenue streams - Netflix producing 
own content

• Data Monetization - Data is a tradeable commodity, Mastercard 
sells insights to businesses. Selling insights, companies like 
Mintel, Datamonitor

• Data can create Partnerships - Vitality Health parentship with 
Headspace



Data and Creative working together can be the engine for business growth

Data elevates creative’s ability to think differently rather than restrict it

• Creativity is the superpower but data is the compass 

• Data and creativity is about ensuring that you understand your customers incredibly well, in terms of their 
demographics, behaviours, attitudes and needs, coupled with clever ways of leveraging the data in an engaging 
and eye catching way

• Data must act as the spark that ignites the creative execution which in turn captures the consumers’ imagination

• It can help to validate audiences and indeed all the nuances within them

• Helps to moving from ‘I think’ to ‘I know’

• Data and tech help us to tell more personalized stories — and those are the most potent stories of all

• Data isn’t the goal; it’s a means to an end, and an incredibly exciting new playground for creation

• Data and creativity building an intimate, symbiotic relationship which will elevate advertising and marketing

• To measure the impact our work is making, to optimize for even greater results



It’s not Magic vs. Logic, 

it’s Magic AND Logic



sameer@datamonet.co.uk

linkedin.com/in/sameer-rahman-data

@sameerrahman9

Thank you


